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Abstract. Parsers are essential tools for several NLP applications. Here
we introduce PassPort, a model for the dependency parsing of Portuguese
trained with the Stanford Parser. For developing PassPort, we observed
which approach performed best in several setups using different existing
parsing algorithms and combinations of linguistic information. PassPort
achieved an UAS of 87.55 and a LAS of 85.21 in the Universal Depen-
dencies corpus. We also evaluated the model’s performance in relation to
another model and different corpora containing three genres. For that,
we annotated random sentences from these corpora using PassPort and
the PALAVRAS parsing system. We then carried out a manual evalua-
tion and comparison of both models. They achieved very similar results
for dependency parsing, with a LAS of 85.02 for PassPort against 84.36
for PALAVRAS. In addition, the results from the analysis showed us
that better performance in the part-of-speech tagging could improve our
LAS.
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1 Introduction

The processing of Portuguese has evolved much in the past years. We saw new
corpora being created, and new tools emerge that came to cover the lack of
resources that we formerly had in different areas of language processing. Still,
there is some ground to cover, and one of the tools required for processing a
natural language, the dependency parsing, has not fared that well compared, for
instance, to the state of the art for English (e.g. neural parsers, such as [5,24]).
At the same time, the introduction of the Universal Dependencies (UD) [14],

a project that developed freely available, dependency-annotated corpora for mul-
tiple languages, presents new corpora for Portuguese, and, coinciding with that,
other studies present a series of new state-of-the-art parsing algorithms with a
relatively simple training interface.
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In this paper, we will be focusing on dependency parsing for the Portuguese
language, but we do not aim at conceiving a new parsing algorithm. We took
our inspiration from the work of Silva et al. [18] for developing a battery of
tests, this time having dependency parsing as main focus and using the Uni-
versal Dependency (UD) corpus for Portuguese. Our objective here is thus to
test several setups and evaluate their performances with different algorithms.
Among the tested algorithms, we selected the one with best performance and
compared it with a widely used parsing system for Portuguese. To achieve that,
we first directly compared the results of different parsing algorithms in the con-
text of the UD for Portuguese, and, later, we compared the performances across
different dependency formalisms. Our hypothesis is that the recent development
in dependency parsing task allows for training a model for Portuguese using a
black-box approach that outperforms a parser that was deeply customized for a
specific language.1

This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we present existing parsing
systems and briefly describe their algorithms; Sect. 3 then describes the Universal
Dependency corpus for Portuguese that we use as basis for developing our model;
in Sect. 4, we present the methodology and results for different models that were
trained; in Sect. 5, we compare the best model with the PALAVRAS parsing
system by means of a manual evaluation of dependency parsing accuracy; then,
in Sect. 6, we make some considerations about the tag sets employed by the
different formalisms; lastly, we present our final remarks in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

Since we are interested in dependency parsing, this section will revolve around
the state of the art of dependency parsing. We especially focus on the results for
Portuguese of the CONLL-X shared task on Multilingual Dependency Parsing
[4]. First, we briefly present parsing algorithms, focusing on those that were
used for training a model for Portuguese. We then explore existing dependency
parsers for Portuguese.
The approaches presented in CONLL-X may be organized in two categories

[9]: graph-based (e.g., the MaltParser [12]) and transition-based (e.g., the MST
Parser [8,10] and the Stanford Parser [5]). In terms of algorithms for choosing
dependency pairs, the MST Parser uses an online, large-margin learning algo-
rithm [7], MaltParser employs Support Vector Machine, and the Stanford Parser
takes advantage of neural network learning [5]. By comparing those three parsing
algorithms, the results of Chen and Manning [5] for Chinese and English point
to a better performance of the Stanford Parser, followed by the MST Parser.
The CONLL-X 2006 [4] used the Bosque corpus [1] as basis for the Portuguese
language, and the LAS of the systems were all above 70. The best results were
87.60 (MaltParser [13]), followed by 86.8 (MST Parser [10]).

1 The parser model, along with the material that was used in this paper can be found
in https://cental.uclouvain.be/resources/smalla smille/passport/.
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Apart from the CONLL shared task, among the existing systems that
cover dependency parsing for Portuguese, probably the most well known is the
PALAVRAS Parsing System [3]. This system provides full parsing stack, while
also annotating semantic information and several other features that can be
applied to both the Brazilian and the European variants. The system is based
on a Constraint Grammar and reports a performance of 96.9 in terms of LAS in
a five-thousand-word sample [3].
Another system that provides dependency parsing for Portuguese is the LX-

DepParser2, which was trained using the MST Parser [8,10] on the CINTIL
corpus [2] and reports an unlabeled attachment score (UAS) of 94.42 and a
labeled attachment score (LAS) of 91.23.
Finally, Gamallo [6] presented the DepPattern, a dependency parsing system

that uses a rule-based finite-state parsing strategy [6,15,16]. Its algorithm min-
imizes the complexity of rules by using a technique driven by the “single-head”
constraint of Dependency Grammar. It was compared with MaltParser using
Bosque (version 8). MaltParser achieved an UAS of 88.2 and DepPattern, 84.1.

3 Resources

For training the parser models, we used the Portuguese Universal Dependency
(PT-UD) corpus [17]3. The PT-UD corpus has 227,792 tokens and 9,368 sen-
tences. It was automatically converted from the Bosque corpus [1], which was
originally annotated with the PALAVRAS parser [3], and then revised. This cor-
pus contains samples from Brazilian and European Portuguese, and is available
in three separate sets: training, test and development.
For testing different setups of dependency parsing for Portuguese, we used

different linguistic information and three off-the-shelf parsing systems, which
were already introduced in Sect. 2: Stanford Parser 3.8.0 [5], MST Parser 0.5.0
[8], and MaltParser 1.9.1 [12].

4 Dependency Parsing

In this section, we use the resources presented so far in a series of experiments.
First, we describe how we organized the setups for the experiments and then we
compare the systems among themselves. In the comparison subsection, we first
test how much each individual feature contributes to dependency parsing, and
then we apply different combinations of these features to train and compare the
performance of existing parsing algorithms for Portuguese.

2 lxcenter.di.fc.ul.pt/services/pt/LXServicesParserDepPT.html.
3 By the time of the execution of the experiments in this paper, the available PT-UD
corpus was in its version 2.1.
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4.1 Setup Organization

The first step was to establish different setups that could be used to test the
different linguistic information that was available in the corpus. There are four
main categories of information available in the PT-UD corpus: surface form,
lemma form, short part of speech (short POS), and long part of speech (long
POS). The difference between short and long POS reflects the richness of the
Portuguese morphology, so that the short POS presents only the word class,
while the long POS displays more detailed morphosyntactic information on top
of the word class (e.g., person, number, tense). The short POS can normally be
automatically derived from the long POS, but there are some ambiguous cases
in the corpus4.
Before going further into the setups, it is important to highlight that we

cleaned the long POS field in the corpus, so that all tags that were between
angular brackets in the long POS information were deleted, since these represent
various types of information that are not always morphosyntactic5.
From the three systems that were employed for training, all use extensively,

per default, the surface and long POS information from the training file, and
the Stanford Parser and the MST Parser have an influence of the lemma infor-
mation6. To assure that the parser would receive only the information that we
wanted, all information that was not relevant was set to “ ” (i.e., underline)
in the training, test and development sets. Since the Stanford Parser also uses
embedding information during training, we used a model with 300 dimensions7

that was trained on the brWaC corpus [20–22] using word2vec [11].

4.2 System Comparison

At first, we wanted to observe which of the four main linguistic features con-
tributed the most for the dependency parser accuracy. As such, we tested four
setups that contained only one feature (surface, lemma, short POS, or long POS),
aiming to evaluate, as a secondary hypothesis, if the addition of morphology has
an impact on the dependency parsing task (long versus short POS). Results have
shown that the Stanford Parser model was superior in all four individual features,
and they ranked from long POS (LAS=82.74) to short POS (LAS=79.82), to
lemma (LAS=77.54), and, finally, to surface (LAS=74.28).
We then followed up with various setups using two features. This time, as

we can see in Table 1, it was made clear that, on the morphosyntactic aspect,
the long POS is superior to short POS in all setups; however, on the lexical
side, the differences in the setups with lemma and surface were not significant

4 For instance, the tag DET in the short POS appears as DET or ART in the long
POS, while the tag DET in the long POS appears as DET or PRON in the short
POS.

5 This modified version of the corpus is available along with the parser model at the
PassPort website https://cental.uclouvain.be/resources/smalla smille/passport/.

6 We detected some fluctuation in the scores during preliminary testing.
7 Zeman et al. [23] argue that larger dimensions may yield better results for parsing.
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(95% confidence)8. We can also see that the Stanford Parser outranks the other
two in performance, achieving consistently better scores.

Table 1. Setups using two features as basis (UAS: unlabeled attachment score; LA:
label accuracy; LAS: labeled attachment score)

System Score Lemma +
POSshort

Lemma +
POSlong

POSshort +
POSlong

Surface +
POSshort

Surface +
POSlong

Stanford UAS 85.92 87.17 86.28 86.32 86.90

LA 90.80 92.42 91.70 90.98 91.98

LAS 83.01 84.88 83.53 83.20 84.29

MST UAS 84.57 85.45 85.00 85.19 85.60

LA 88.54 89.64 89.18 88.96 89.61

LAS 80.22 81.61 80.85 80.89 81.67

Malt UAS 84.96 85.29 84.73 84.47 85.09

LA 88.43 89.39 89.51 88.25 88.95

LAS 81.59 82.73 81.83 81.15 82.42

Lastly, since the Stanford Parser and the MST Parser do present some fluc-
tuations in the score when lemma information is added to the mix, we created
two further setups for these two parsers, both using surface and lemma, but one
using only short POS and the other, only long POS. The results have shown that
there was no significant difference (with 95% confidence) in any of the measures
(UAS, LA, and LAS).
By looking at these results, we can conclude that, in terms of dependency

parsing, it is possible to choose one type of lexical information (either surface
or lemma) and one morphosyntactic information and it is enough to have good
results, but the richer the morphosyntactic information, the better (long POS
proved to be significantly better than short POS)9. It is also clear that the
Stanford Parser yielded the best results for the task, outperforming the other
two in all setups that were trained.
After testing this battery of setups, we focused on improving the parser

output quality and, for that, we trained a new embeddings model. Up until
now, we have been using a model with 300 dimensions, but Chen and Manning
[5] suggest using a model of 50 dimensions. So we trained a new embeddings
model, by applying word2vec [11] on the raw-text brWaC corpus [20–22], and
the results did improve significantly (95% confidence). In Table2, we present our
two previous best setups trained using the new embeddings model, and, in fact,
the use of less dimensions proved to be better.

8 The best system was run five times with randomized train and test sets.
9 Using the most recent PT-UD corpus (version 2.2) in similar setups, we also had a
better performance using long POS information over short POS.
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Table 2. Stanford Parser: Two best models using embeddings of 50 dimensions (UAS:
unlabeled attachment score; LA: label accuracy; LAS: labeled attachment score.)

System Score Lemma + POSlong Surface + POSlong

Stanford UAS 87.48 87.55

LA 92.12 92.41

LAS 85.00 85.21

Since the UD presents two corpora for Portuguese (one with only Brazilian
Portuguese and the one that we used with both European and Brazilian vari-
ants), we also tested the performance of the Stanford Parser on the Brazilian UD
corpus (BR-UD)10. The BR-UD corpus features only surface and short POS, so
we used only these features, and the LAS of the model was 87.30. This corpus
yields a better score, but it also has fewer information, and it is dedicated to
only one variant of the Portuguese language. For the remainder of this paper,
we will refer to our best model that uses surface and long POS from the PT-UD
(with LAS of 85.21) as PassPort (Parsing System for Portuguese). PassPort is
the model that we compare with PALAVRAS in the next section.

5 Parsing: Manual Evaluation

After comparing several parsing models, we wanted to compare the results of
PassPort with those from one of the most well-known and customized parsers for
Portuguese: the PALAVRAS parsing system [3]. Since both parsers employ dif-
ferent tag sets and formalisms, a direct evaluation of both systems using a single
gold standard is not possible. To bridge these two different tag sets and organi-
zation of dependency parsing, we designed a manual evaluation using as basis a
single corpus of 90 randomly selected sentences from three different genres11.
The selected genres were literature12, newspaper articles (from the Diário

Gaúcho corpus13) and subtitles (from the Portuguese corpus of subtitles com-
piled by [19]). Thirty sentences were randomly extracted from each of these
corpora and all of them were then parsed using PassPort and PALAVRAS. The
genres present very different sentence sizes, so here we present the evaluated
token account for the three samples: 471 tokens for newspaper, 182 tokens for
subtitles, and 642 tokens for literature.
10 Available at: https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD Portuguese-GSD/
tree/master.

11 Although there are 30 sentences selected from each genre, in the results, it is possible
to observe that both parsing systems (PassPort and PALAVRAS) use their own
sentence splitters, so that the final sentence numbers are different (for instance,
PALAVRAS splits sentences when there is a colon).

12 Selected romances from www.dominiopublico.gov.br.
13 This corpus was compiled in the scope of the project PorPopular (www.ufrgs.br/
textecc/porlexbras/porpopular/index.php).
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The annotation of both parsers was manually evaluated by one linguist in
terms of accuracy (UAS, LA, and LAS), respecting the individual assumptions
of each parser (tags, tag order, attachment patterns etc.). The results of the
evaluation are shown in Table 3. In the table the results are shown in terms of
evaluated tokens14 and full sentences (sentences in which all tokens were correct
for the given measure). The results show that both parsers are very similar in the
tested corpus: in terms of tokens, PALAVRAS gets better dependency parsing
in the newspaper subcorpus, but PassPort has superior dependency parsing for
subtitles and literature and also in the full corpus; in terms of full sentences,
PALAVRAS has better results for literature, but PassPort fares better in the
full corpus and individually for newspaper articles and subtitles. The differences,
however, are small for both sides, and both systems perform very similarly in
terms of LAS. In terms of part of speech, PassPort is worse, achieving 94.59%
of accuracy against PALAVRAS’ 97.53% in the full corpus.

Table 3. Accuracy evaluation of PassPort and the PALAVRAS parsing system (UAS:
unlabeled attachment score; LA: label accuracy; LAS: labeled attachment score)

Newspaper Subtitles Literature Total

PassPort PAL PassPort PAL PassPort PAL PassPort PAL

Tokens UAS 88.75 89.56 96.70 90.75 89.41 89.36 90.19 89.63

LA 88.32 91.42 92.86 89.02 88.79 87.23 89.19 88.97

LAS 84.93 87.70 92.86 86.71 82.87 81.34 85.02 84.36

Sentences UAS 43.33 40.00 90.32 68.75 30.00 43.90 54.95 50.49

LA 36.67 30.00 70.97 65.63 26.67 34.15 45.05 42.72

LAS 30.00 26.67 70.97 62.50 16.67 29.27 39.56 38.83

Following the work of McDonald and Nivre [9], we further investigated the
parsing results of the manually evaluated corpus. We start by looking at the
labeled attachment score (LAS) in function of the length of the sentences. After
dividing the sentences in ranges of evaluated tokens (10, 20, 30+ tokens), we
analyzed their mean LAS. The results are shown in Fig. 1a. As we can see,
PassPort performed better at lower sentence lengths and was a bit worse in
longer sentences (more than 30 words); however, a t-test (p< 0.05) reveals that
these results are not significantly different. We also evaluated how the deepness
of the dependency (i.e., the distance of the token in relation to the root) affects
the LAS. The results in Fig. 1b indicate that both parsers perform well even in
deeper dependencies.

14 We did not evaluate punctuation tokens, since PALAVRAS does not provide depen-
dency label for them and, in both parsing models, they are simply attached to the
root or the closest dependency to the root.
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(a) LAS versus sentence length (b) LAS versus deepness

Fig. 1. Analysis of sentence length and deepness in relation to LAS

6 Discussion

As we could see in Sect. 5, PassPort performs well and is on par with
PALAVRAS. Even so, there are some considerations to be made in terms of
the dependency tags for both parsers.
Regarding the Universal Dependencies (UD), which were used in PassPort,

at least in the PT-UD corpus that was used for training, the tag obl is not very
informative, since it applies both to adjuncts and to indirect objects introduced
by preposition (dative pronouns are tagged as iobj )15. The UD also present no
tag for predicative relations, since the copula verbs are always attached to the
predicative (which receives a root or a clausal tag). This is much more richly
done by PALAVRAS, which presents different tags both for predicatives and for
distinguishing indirect objects and adjuncts (but the one for adjuncts doesn’t
have a good label accuracy – LA – in our corpus: 77.9).
In the case of the tags presented by the PALAVRAS parsing system, the two

most frequent tags in our evaluation corpus are @N and @P16. Both of these
tags, have a LA higher than 95.4, but they do not describe a dependency relation,
they only indicate that the token is attached to a token with a certain part of
speech (noun or preposition, respectively). As such, these labels are redundant in
the annotation. This is also true for some less frequent tags, such as @A, which
indicates attachment to an adjective. These cases are better represented in the
UD, which presents a label for the relations, and not only the attachment. In
addition, PALAVRAS does not consider parataxis, which could pose a problem
for annotating oral texts and more freely written language.

7 Final Remarks

In this paper, we trained a new dependency parsing model for Portuguese based
on the Universal Dependencies. We used the PT-UD corpus and trained several
15 This is not in line with the UD guidelines (universaldependencies.org/u/dep/
iobj.html), which indicate that the indirect objects should be marked as obj (if
they are the sole object of the verb) or as iobj (if there is another obj in the clause).
According to the guidelines, obl should only be used for adjuncts, but that is not
the case in the PT-UD corpus.

16 The tags present also a < or > symbol, which indicates the attachment direction.
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different parsing models based on different lexical and morphological informa-
tion before selecting the best setup. During the testing phase, we compared
three parsing systems (MST, MaltParser, and Stanford Parser) in terms of their
performance. Stanford Parser presented the best results in all setups.
After the testing phase, we used our best setup and trained a new parsing

model, which we called PassPort. Aiming at observing how PassPort compare
to another dependency parser for Portuguese, we compiled a corpus of sentences
from different genres, and we then used this common corpus to manually evaluate
the accuracy of PassPort against the PALAVRAS parsing system. This evalua-
tion showed that both parsers performed very similarly in terms of the standard
parsing scores (unlabeled attachment score, label accuracy, and labeled attach-
ment score). We then ran some further analysis to evaluate the performance
of the labeled attachment score in relation to sentence length and deepness of
the dependency (distance to the root), and we saw that, here too, both models
perform very similarly.
Regarding our hypothesis that the recent development in the dependency

parsing task allows for training a model for Portuguese using a black-box app-
roach that outperforms a highly customized parser, we could see that PassPort
competes toe to toe with PALAVRAS, having a slight edge on the scores17.
Overall, PassPort had a performance that is compatible to the state of the

art in Portuguese and also in other languages (according to the results of Chen
and Manning [5] for English and Chinese using the Stanford Parser). This per-
formance could perhaps be improved if we had delved deeper into the tuning
of the parser model, and possibly also if we had dedicated the same attention
to the part-of-speech tagging as we dedicated to the dependency parsing model.
This remains, however, as a future development of PassPort.
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